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Impact of the COVID-19 Crisis

• The effect of the current pandemic on MNEs varies greatly, according to 

industry and adaptation to the changed circumstances introduced globally 

to counter COVID-19.

– Certain online sellers are reporting record profits.

– Sectors reliant on the free movement of people, such as the travel 

industry, are in crisis.

• Demand and supply side have both been hit, with consumer demand down 

and production and supply chain disruption.

• Governments have intervened on a massive level with assistance 

programmes.

• These combine to create a number of transfer pricing issues, ranging from 

how to establish relevant comparability analyses, the consequences of 

shifting manufacturing capability, what to do when the presumptions 

underpinning APAs have been upset and how to treat government 

stimulus.
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Guidance for Transfer Pricing Arrangements 

Affected by COVID-19
• Limited guidance has so far been released that addresses the transfer 

pricing issues created by the unusual circumstances of the pandemic.

• The ATO has produced information on documentation for MNEs 

economically affected by COVID-19.

– This places emphasis on gathering evidence to support changes to the 

business as a result of COVID-19.

– Without short-term comparable data for benchmarking, the ATO will 

seek to establish arm’s length pricing by viewing actual results in the 

context of the results that might have been achieved in the absence of 

COVID-19.

– The analysis will be expected to include changes in revenue and 

expenses and COVID-related factors affecting these, with supporting 

evidence and rationale for amended allocation of costs and sales.

• The OECD is hoping to release additional transfer pricing guidance by the 

end of 2020 addressing specific characteristics of the COVID-19 crisis.
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Benchmarking an Exceptional Year

• We can hope that the coordinated nature of the OECD’s prospective 

guidance will serve to avoid future disputes with tax administrations.

• Questions of how to establish relevant comparable data for the results of 

2020 or how to adjust benchmarked margins in anticipation of 2020 

outcomes remain key.

• It would be helpful to have commentary on, inter alia:

– Use of the lower end of an established range.

– Moving away from reliance on multiple-year comparable data.

– Application of adjustments, in the absence of comparable current data, 

based on industry average impacts.

– Invocation of force majeure in intra-group contracts to support an 

adjustment to margins through reallocation of COVID-19 related costs.
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Does existing benchmarking remain valid and, if 

not, how does one establish pricing?

• No single answer can apply across all industries and territories.

• In the short term, many MNEs are experiencing strongly reduced 

profitability, creating the transfer pricing issue of how to reflect this across 

the group.

• Comparable data for recent years is not helpful in an extraordinary year.

• How can one adjust benchmarked margins to reflect the still unquantified 

outcomes of 2020?

• Attempting adjustment based on parallels from the financial crisis may not 

prove valid.  Then the banking industry was hard hit, but supply chains 

were not disrupted.

• Where change is dictated, what evidence will be needed to support 

changes to transfer pricing policy?
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Routine Distribution Entities and FY 2020 Losses

COVID-19 impact on FY 2020 results:

- Different across industries and even sub-sectors (think for example of

medical devices vs. food & beverages vs. fashion & apparel)

- Different for Wholesale Distribution vs. Retail Distribution (the latter, more

directly impacted by lock-down measures imposed by governments world-

wide during first semester)

- Focus of our discussion: 

- Retail distribution in an industry significantly impacted by COVID-19 

(e.g. apparel, consumer products, etc.) world-wide

- Impact of COVID-19 on the transfer pricing policies of a multinational 

group operating under a Principal model with local subsidiaries in the 

various countries charge of directly managing own stores having a 

routine responsibility profile / LRD profile
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Routine Distribution Entities and FY 2020 Losses

1) Is COVID-19 a reason to change the transfer pricing method adopted for 

previous years?

- Maybe not, if the facts / business model of the Group and the 

functional, risks and assets’ profile of the related entities involved have 

not changed

- Consistency mostly important to prevent “quick wins” from foreign tax 

authorities for future years

2) How to adjust for COVID-19 impact (and related losses on distributors)?

- Change in the “search strategy” of usual benchmark analysis (e.g. 

assess acceptability of loss making comparables);

- Use of multi-year financial data of comparables with adjustments (e.g. 

econometric analysis to evaluate COVID-19 impact on profitability of 

distribution entities based on previous economic crisis or shocks) vs. 

single-year contemporaneous data (e.g. assessing COVID-19 impact 

based on listed companies’ financials);

- Segregate COVID-19 specific costs 
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Example from the article by Soldani, G. and Tempestini, A., “Transfer pricing and Covid-19: Loss 
Allocation for Retailers, in Tax Notes International, June 2020

Il caso: delta vs budget 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Turnover 1200 100,0 100,0 0 0 0 50 60 70 70 70 80 80 100% 680

Cost of Goods sold 50% 600 50,0 50,0 0 0 0 25 30 35 35 35 40 40 50% 340

Gross Margin 50% 600 50,0 50,0 0 0 0 25 30 35 35 35 40 40 50% 340

Selling & Labour costs 28% 336 28,0 28,0 8,4 8,4 8,4 25,2 25,2 25,2 25,2 25,2 25,2 25,2 38% 258

Rents 11% 132 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 11,0 19% 132

Advertising 2% 24 2,0 2,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 3% 21

G&A 5% 60 5,0 5,0 4,8 4,8 4,8 5,0 5,0 5,0 5,0 5,0 5,0 5,0 9% 59

Operating Expenditures 46% 552 46,0 46,0 25,2 25,2 25,2 43,2 43,2 43,2 43,2 43,2 43,2 43,2 69% 470

Operating Margin 4% 48 4,0 4,0 -25,2 -25,2 -25,2 -18,2 -13,2 -8,2 -8,2 -8,2 -3,2 -3,2 -19% -130

Operating Margin % 4% 4% -36% -22% -12% -12% -12% -4% -4%

POST LOCK DOWN PERIOD
2020 REFORECASTSP&L RETAILER 2020 Budget

Pre COVID-19 LOCK DOWN PERIOD

Profit = 8 
Profit = 4%

Profit = 48 
Profit = 4%

Loss =  (75) Loss = (62) 
Loss = (13%)

Loss = (130) 
Loss = (19%)

Arm’s length Range OM : 2% /

6%

Median: 4%

Routine Distribution Entities and FY 2020 Losses



• COVID-19 outbreak is not in itself a reason to change TP 

policies

• To allocate losses to a routine distributor is not in itself forbidden

• Consistency and reasonableness of the outcome (grounded on 

analytical exercises as far as possible; sanity checks desirable)

Routine Distribution Entities and FY 2020 Losses

Conclusions
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Charges for Head Office Services and 

Intangibles 
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Head Office Services and Intangibles

• COVID-19 business issues:

– Fall in subsidiaries’ revenue, EBIT

– Increase in head office services (IT, Supply Chain, Treasury, etc.)

– Restricted travel by head office teams 

– Charges defensible in prior years might look excessive

• Transfer pricing issues:

– How to demonstrate benefit of service, IP in light financial results?

» Are extra costs incurred at HO shareholder expenses? 

» Deductibility?

– Do I/C service/license agreements allow flexibility?

– Have subsidiaries been effected differentially?  

– Are allocation keys still valid?  Need adjustment? 
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Foreign Sales and Distribution Subsidiary: 

2020 vs 2019

(million euros) 2020 2019

Revenue 800 1000

COS (related party) 640 800

Gross Profit 160 20% 200 20%

SG&A 150 150

EBIT 10 1% 50 5%

Mgmt fee 20 20

EBIT* -10 -1% 30 3%
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Effect of a 20% reduction in revenue

“Management fee drives subsidiary into a loss position”



Likely Tax Authority Reactions

• Foreign tax authority 

– Disallow deduction

– No evidence of benefit from head 

office services/IP – disallowed

– Head office services = 

shareholder expenses –

disallowed

– Head office charges are excessive 

– disallowed

– Only allow deduction for head 

office services if TP reduced

• Head Office tax authority

– Must charge true service costs

– Same beneficial services/IP as in 

prior years

– Not shareholder expenses in prior 

years

– Additional services provided 

during crisis – additional benefit

– Same TP policy as in prior years 

Problem is sales volume, not TP
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What Head Offices Need to do Now

• Review changes in head office activities during 2020

• Distinguish shareholder expenses from services

• Review allocation keys and adjust if necessary

• Review (and amend if necessary) I/C service/license agreements

• Document decision and rationale

– Master file

– Local files

• Special attention to the benefits of head office services/IP

– Demonstrate alternatives realistically available would increase costs
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Financial Transactions 
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Financial Transactions

What is the impact of COVID-19 on financial markets?

✓ Increased interest rate volatility Increased country risk

✓ Increased risk of liquidity Increased credit risk

Nov-2019 Dec-2019 Jan-2020 Feb-2020 Mar-2020 Apr-2020 May-2020 Jun-2020 Jul-2020 Aug-2020

Long term interest rates (€)

Australia Austria Belgium Canada Denmark Finland France

Germany Ireland Israel Italy Netherlands New Zealand Norway

Spain Sweden Switzerland United Kingdom United States

Data extracted on 07 Oct 2020 16:19 UTC (GMT) from OECD.Stat
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What is the impact of COVID-19 on financial transactions?

• Review terms & conditions of the

agreements; 

• Restructure existing funding

arrangements;

• Re-Price interest rates in line with third

party interest rates;

• Interest payment moratorium clauses;

• Collateral package;

• Review guarantee agreements.

• Commercial rational (both parties);

• Debt capacity analysis;

• Borrowers financial capacity to repay

the loan;

• What about lenders? Are they in a 

position to lend money?;

• Obligation to pay interest;

• Source of interest repayment;

• Monitoring of the loan.

Existing Loans New Loans

Financial Transactions
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What is the impact of COVID-19 on financial transactions?

Credit rating impact

✓ Increased payment defaults

✓ Debt capacity analysis

❑ Perform debt capacity analysis considering COVID-19 impact.

❑ Are the borrowers able to service debt?

✓ Consider decreased credit rating

✓ Guarantees

Economically relevant characteristics of the transaction

Accurate delineation of the transaction

Lenders and borrowers perspective

Financial Transactions
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What is the impact of COVID-19 on financial transactions?

Cash Pooling

❑ Deposit and credit rates should reflect market conditions

❑ Are depositors exposed to the credit rating of the group?

❑ What if parental guarantee is less valuable?

❑ What if….Cash pool characterization is used as a long term instrument.

Financial Guarantees

✓ Aligned with the performance of the entity

✓ Financial guarantees have to be priced and payed for.

Financial Transactions
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What is the impact of COVID-19 on pricing financial transactions?

Benchmarking

✓ Benchmarking analysis that doesn´t reflect the market conditions should be revisited.

✓ Reduced bond issuances observed after March 2020.

✓ Increased interest rates for certain financial instruments.

✓ Central banks policies having impact on external funding and impacting on intragroup

interest margins

✓ Is historical data the right source to perform benchmarks?

Financial markets trends are highly correlated with the virus spread, make sure transfer 

pricing policies for financial transactions are aligned with the financial markets evolution.

Financial Transactions
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How to be prepared for Tax Audits?

Transfer Pricing Documentation

❑ Prepare transfer pricing documentation, aligned to OECD guidance, that helps to

sustain the TP policies applied for intra-group loans in COVID-19;

❑ Document amended loan agreements;

❑ Save any internal documents that justify the changes made to the TP policies;

❑ Document market evidence of modification of agreements; and

❑ Save any changes made in third party agreements (force majeure clause).

Financial Transactions
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Transfer Pricing Implications of COVID-19 

Government Support Payments  
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How to Treat COVID-19 Government Support 

Payments 
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Government 

supported loan 

programs, e.g.:

• Low interests 

• Access to funds)

Direct payments to 

companies 

Tax benefits

Employee related 

payments, e.g.:  

• Short-time working 

arrangements (Kurzarbeit) 

in Germany 

• JobKeeper regime in 

Australia 

Different types of support mechanisms 

• Little guidance 

available 

• ATO published a 

guidance regarding 

employee related 

support payments

• No reason to divert 

from the arm’s length 

principle

• Can impact different 

P&L positions  



Employee Related or Direct Support Payments
Service Provider Example   

(million euros)

2019 2020 Support 2020
(ATO guidance)

Revenue (related party) 110 ? 110

Other Costs 40 40 40

Salaries Costs 60 60

EBIT 10 ? 70

C+ 10%

27

• What should be the service revenue?

• ATO argues: “Independent parties … would not be expected to share the benefit of 

the government assistance.” 

➔ Is this arm’s length? 



Employee Related or Direct Support Payments
LRD Example   

(million euros)

2019 2020 Support 2020

Revenue 1.000 300 300

COGS (related party) 500 ? ? 

Gross Profit 500 ? ?

Other 200 200 200

Salaries 200 50 150 200

EBIT 100 ? ?

GM 50%

EBIT / Revenue 10%

28

• What margin does the LRD need to achieve in an AL scenario 

• Does the salary support payment need to be considered in the P&L



Employee Related or Direct Support Payments
Contract Manufacture Example    

(million euros)

2019 2020 Support 2020

Revenue (related party) 1.100 ? ?

COGS 600 300 300

Gross Profit 500 ? ?

Other 200 200 200

Salaries 200 50 150 200

EBIT 100 ? ?

GM 45%

C+ 10%
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• Output has been reduced by 50%

• What margin does the CM need to earn? 

• What should be the revenue? 
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• What is the arm‘s length result?

• What would have happened without the government support? 

• What input was utilized / what output has been generated?

Employee Related or Direct Support Payments
Issues to Address
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Conclusion and Outlook
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perspective to the fields of transfer pricing and business restructuring.

Andrew spent 8 years in industry as a global head of transfer pricing, leading the transfer pricing 
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house transfer pricing team, handling development of transfer pricing policy, business restructuring, 
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